Introduction to an Opportunity Culture

To copy or adapt this material, see
OpportunityCulture.org/terms‐of‐use

Facilitator says:
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The Opportunity Culture Commitment
Reach
all students
with excellent
teaching,
consistently

Reach
all educators
with
outstanding
career
opportunities
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Facilitator says:
Opportunity Culture is not a program. Opportunity Culture is a commitment to serve both
students and teachers.
It’s a commitment to:
•
Reach all students with excellent teaching, consistently, and
•
Reach all educators with outstanding career opportunities, including
o
On‐the‐job development
o
Paid career advancement opportunities.

Facilitator says:
• Opportunity Culture models address challenges that you all are familiar with, and you may
have experienced these challenges personally. This graphic represents what a typical
school looks like. You have one principal, leading 16 teachers, each teacher with a class of
about 25 students. That principal is responsible for leading all instruction in the building
and ensuring that each teacher is helping students learn.
• But we know that is a tall order for principals, and we also know that some teachers are
dramatically helping students—usually about a quarter of the teachers in a building.
Research shows us that this top quartile of teachers leads students to gain at least 1 and
a half years’ worth of learning within one school year.
• Now, most Opportunity Culture schools engage in this work for the same reasons—
because they face these challenges due to the way most schools are set up.
• As I read through each of these bullet points, think about what resonates with you as a
teacher, a leader, thinking back to your own time in school, or even as a parent or family
member of a current student. You can use your reaction buttons to give a thumbs up or a
clap, or you can respond in the chat. [click to animate challenges]

How an Opportunity Culture Helps

1

Gives all students access to
excellent teaching:
all teachers join small, collaborative
teams led by excellent teachers

2

Transforms teaching profession:
better preparation, collaboration,
pay, career opportunity, and
support—for all teachers
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Facilitator says:

Facilitator says:
• How exactly do OC schools address their greatest challenges? Through advanced roles and
team‐based teaching structures.
• Through these new roles and structures, Opportunity Culture districts create support and
career path opportunities, and give students the consistent access they need to excellent
teaching.
• [Click to animate] This means that students will have more consistent access to
great teachers,
• [Click to animate] Great teachers have opportunities to move into leadership
positions and earn more, without leaving the classroom
• [Click to animate] Teachers receive daily, personalized support from teacher
leaders, and may earn more, too
• [Click to animate] And principals can delegate some responsibility for developing
instructional excellence to teacher‐leaders through distributed leadership.

Opportunity Culture Principles
Teams of teachers and school leaders
choose and tailor school models to:
1. Reach more students with excellent teachers and their teams.
2. Pay teachers more for extending their reach.
3. Fund pay within regular budgets.
4. Provide protected in‐school time and clarity about how to use it for
planning, collaboration, and development.
5. Match authority and accountability to each person’s
responsibilities.
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Facilitator says:

The Cornerstone: Multi‐Classroom Leadership
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Facilitator says:
•
•
•
•
•

The cornerstone of an Opportunity Culture is Multi‐Classroom Leadership, which
features small, collaborative teaching teams led by teachers with leadership skills
and a record of high‐growth student learning.
Multi‐classroom leaders have significant autonomy to establish the responsibilities
for their team members and the collaborative team processes necessary to produce
strong student learning.
MCLs also teach part of the time—either their own classes or by teaching small
groups within their teams’ classrooms.
Schools change schedules to allow extra planning and team collaboration time, and
they balance keeping MCL teams small with reaching all grades and core subjects
with MCLs as soon as possible.
Districts establish pay and career paths for each role that are sustainable for schools
with different funding levels.

MCLs vs. Facilitators/Coaches
Multi‐Classroom Leaders
Lead a small teaching team
Lead fully: set vision, goals,
roles, lessons, methods, data
monitoring & improvements;
and observe/coach teachers
Teach students directly
Take formal accountability for all
student results on team

Facilitators / Coaches
Work with many teachers
in a school (or schools)

Are excellent
teachers with adult
leadership
responsibilities
Observe and coach
teachers to help
them improve their
practice

Earn 20% pay supplement,
on average

Typically earn little
or no more.
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Facilitator says:
•
•

•

Traditional facilitator, coach, and specialist positions leaves out some of the most
important roles of a highly effective leader.
Several key aspects distinguish MCLs from facilitators or coaches:
o
MCLs have protected time to work intensively with a small teaching team
(typically 5 to 6 teachers).
o
Multi‐Classroom Leadership is a full leadership role—more on that in a
moment.
o
MCLs continue to teach students directly in a class of their own and/or by co‐
teaching; modeling instruction in other classrooms; and leading small groups
o
MCLs are accountable for results of all the students on the team.
o
Many facilitators earn no extra pay or very little; MCLs earn an extra 20
percent, on average—some far more.
The MCL role is a full leadership role. That includes:
o
clarifying team vision and goals,
o
planning roles and team processes,
o
leading lesson planning,
o
guiding teaching methods,
o
leading data monitoring and instructional improvement,
o
and coaching teachers, co‐teaching with them, modeling instruction, and
providing feedback.

MCL + Team Reach
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Facilitator says:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi‐classroom leaders aren’t the only new role in some Opportunity Culture
schools.
Some or all of the teachers on a multi‐classroom leader’s team may be “team reach
teachers,” who directly teach more students than usual, but typically without raising
instructional group sizes.
Students rotate among teachers and paraprofessionals (“reach associates”) or
teacher residents, who may tutor individuals and small groups and supervise skills
practice, project work, and limited, age‐appropriate digital instruction.
Team reach teachers use their face‐to‐face teaching time for higher‐order learning
and personalized follow‐up, often using more small‐group instruction.
In elementary schools, teacher may specialize by subject.
Team reach teachers with prior, consistently high growth may assume an advanced
role as a master team reach teacher, to assist a multi‐classroom leader with a larger
team (such as by helping coach other teachers) and/or to reach significantly more
students than other teachers.

Other Ways to Extend the Reach
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Facilitator says:
•
•
•

•

When schools face a persistent scarcity of teachers in subjects, particularly in
secondary schools, teams may include remotely located teachers.
Remotely located teachers use technology to provide live, but not in‐person,
instruction.
They teach students served and supervised by school‐based teachers and staff, who
typically are on a team led by a multi‐classroom leader. Some MCLs in schools may
lead a team of all or mostly remotely located teachers, typically in schools that are
very hard to staff.
Remotely located teachers also may have a remotely located multi‐classroom leader
(MCL), who leads a team of remotely located teachers serving many geographically
dispersed schools and students. MCLs monitor and improve instruction
collaboratively across the team, including both on‐site and remotely located
teachers, schools, and students.

Facilitator says:
Two independent studies have now shown very strong student learning gains for small teams led by multiclassroom leaders:
• A 2018 study looked at implementation in three early Opportunity Culture districts; another looked at a
Texas district’s outcomes during the 2020–21 pandemic year.
• In the Texas study, the researchers highlighted how positive the results were for all students, and
especially for English language learners and students considered socioeconomically at risk.
• The research shows that teachers were on average at the 50th percentile in terms of student learning
gains before joining a team led by an MCL.
• After joining MCL teams, they produced learning gains equivalent to teachers at the 77th percentile,
on average.
• When we apply the method of Stanford researchers* to these results to convert the data into years of
learning, we see that they equate to
o an extra 0.2 to 0.8 years of learning in reading
o and an extra 0.3 to 0.7 years of learning in math—just by having an MCL with prior high growth guide
the team.
• In the Texas study, the nearly 2,000 English learners taught by Opportunity Culture teams had even
larger reading gains—again using the Stanford researchers’ method, that meant an extra 1.3 years of
learning compared with other English learners.
Other recent data collected by the Public Impact team show that Opportunity Culture schools are over 50
percent more likely to achieve schoolwide high growth than non-OC schools by their fourth year, when
they are reaching about 75% of students, on average, with MCLs in the four core subjects.
[Engage] Take a few moments to silently process the slide on your own. Then respond in the chat: What
stands out to you here? What do you notice? What is exciting? [Repeat questions after some processing
time if needed. Read aloud responses from the chat.]

What This Means for Students
then progress to advanced math

can catch up by the end of second grade

Students who start kindergarten
1 year behind in math…
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Facilitator says:
•
•

•
•

The results of this study illustrate how powerful it can be for students when an MCL
is at the helm of their learning, and they consistently have great teaching.
When these results are repeated each year, students who begin kindergarten one
year behind [CLICK] can catch up by the end of second grade— [CLICK] and spend
the rest of their school careers on advanced math. The study results suggest a longer
haul for reading, but still, a kindergartner who starts one year behind could catch up
before middle school.
These results are also powerful for students who start on track, helping them
progress to advanced work.
To achieve this type of consistency and cumulative growth for student learning,
schools need to implement the MCL model schoolwide, K–12.

What This Means for Teachers
In Opportunity Culture
Schools:
…and teach this well after
joining an MCL team

Team teachers start
here on average…

77th percentile on average
66th‐89th
Percentile**

69th‐85th
Percentile**

Reading

Math

50th
Percentile*

Reading &
Math

* Based on Backes & Hansen data.
** Range of statistically significant results across the two studies cited at right.

• More teachers achieve
high growth.
• More teachers can
advance to MCL or
advanced team roles.
• More time is shifted to
collaboration and
embedded professional
development.
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Facilitator says:
• The MCL model enables more teachers to show high growth. Teachers who might
otherwise have plateaued in their practice achieve much greater student learning
growth.
• Over time, some of these teachers can move from their roles on a teaching team into
selective MCL roles or advanced team roles, such as master team reach teacher.
• Opportunity Culture sites shift large amounts of spending to teachers. For example,
Opportunity Culture sites shifted nearly $30 million of existing funding back to teachers
so far.

Creating a Career Ladder
Multi‐Classroom Leader (MCL)
Master Team Reach Teacher (MTRT)
Team Reach Teacher (TRT)
Team Teacher (TT)
Teacher Resident (TR)
Reach Associate (RA)
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Facilitator says:
•
•
•

An Opportunity Culture creates a true career ladder for teachers that lets them
advance without leaving the classroom.
Teachers progress by achieving student learning growth, reaching more students in
teams, and leading colleagues to help everyone excel collaboratively.
Note that while not shown on this slide, some schools and districts also have two
level of MCLs, depending on the number of students reached and teachers on a
team.

Creating a Career Ladder
Executive Multi‐School Leader
Multi‐School Leader
Principal
Assistant Principal/Principal Resident
Multi‐Classroom Leader (MCL)
Master Team Reach Teacher (MTRT)
Team Reach Teacher (TRT)
Team Teacher (TT)
Teacher Resident (TR)
Reach Associate (RA)
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Facilitator says:
•

And the opportunities to advance can extend to great school leaders as well, using
Multi‐School Leadership.

Multi‐School Leadership
Built on the cornerstone of Multi‐Classroom Leadership,
Multi‐School Leadership provides a principal career path
to extend the reach of excellent principals.
The multi‐school leader:
• Leads 2–8 schools
• Focuses on excellent instruction, with an operations
manager handling noninstructional functions
• Earns more, through school budget reallocations
• Guides and develops each school’s leaders
• Takes accountability for all the schools’ outcomes
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Facilitator says:

Paid, Full‐Time Residencies
Also building on the cornerstone of Multi‐Classroom
Leadership, educator residencies provide aspiring
teachers and principals with the opportunity to learn
instructional and leadership excellence from the start,
while providing districts with a strong hiring pipeline.
Teacher and Principal Residents:
• Learn on the job while working
• Are supervised by MCLs or MSLs—excellent educators
• Earn course credit
• Earn free/reduced tuition and/or a salary and benefits,
within school budgets
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Facilitator says:

Opportunity Culture Throughout a District

• Multi‐classroom leaders (MCLs) lead teams of teachers, team
reach teachers, and/or teacher residents…
• Principals, or APs/principal residents working closely with multi‐
school leader, each lead their school’s team of MCLs…
• And a multi‐school leader leads the principals
• All take accountability for outcomes of the teams they lead
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Facilitator says:

Higher Pay for Reach & Leadership
In early years of Opportunity Culture:
MCLs led an average of 6 teachers, reaching 500% more students
Average MCL supplement as % of U.S. average teacher salary: 21%
Reallocated to higher teacher pay every year: Millions of $‐‐& growing

How?
Reallocate flexible spending, such as Title I and II
Shift some non‐classroom teaching specialists back into classrooms
(except for ESL and SPED)
Replace a teaching vacancy with a paraprofessional
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Facilitator says:

What Can States and Districts Do?
• Make the Opportunity Culture Commitment
• Fund planning, implementation, and training:
• Tap streams including Title I, Title II, state $$
• Fund only the costs of transition to Opportunity Culture,
not pay supplements, which are funded by school budgets
• Use funding power to ensure schoolwide MCLs and addition
of MSLs by year 3 of implementation per district

• Remove policy barriers: categorical funding, class‐size
limits (allowing student supervision by teacher‐led
paraprofessionals), growth score calculations
• Analyze and elevate: gather data, analyze outcomes,
foster networks to improve, and scale up to serve all
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Facilitator says:
•

The first step is to make the Opportunity Culture Commitment:
o
To reach all students with excellent teaching, consistently
o
And to provide all educators with outstanding career opportunities, to learn
and to advance when ready.

•

Do this by using Multi‐Classroom Leadership and Multi‐School Leadership,
consistently.

•

Some other steps are needed to do this at scale, noted in the slide’s last two bullets:
clear policy barriers and analyze data to scale up and improve.

OpportunityCulture.org
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Facilitator says:
At OpportunityCulture.org, you can find much more information:
•
Contact information to get started in your state or district.
•
More information about the research supporting Opportunity Culture’s positive
impact on students and teachers.
•
The Opportunity Culture dashboard, updated annually with statistics and results from
Opportunity Culture sites around the U.S.
•
Free instructional and leadership tools, videos, study guides, teacher columns, and
more for every Opportunity Culture role.

Thank You
ContactUS
Public Impact to transform your schools
CONTACT
into a high‐growth Opportunity Culture:
https://publicimpact.com/contact‐public‐impact/
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Facilitator says:
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